
Contract Cases 
 

Offer 
 
Gibson v Manchester City Council [1979] 1 WLR 294 
 
Facts: 

• Gibson one of tenants of Manchester city council house, interested in purchasing his 
house, applied to council to get details of price and mortgage arrangements. Council 
then sent letter to Gibson - “The Corporation may be prepared to sell the house to you 
for … £2,180 ….. If you would like to make formal application … please complete the 
enclosed application form.”  

• Gibson completed the application form and returned the form to the Council 

• Change of government - new government stopped all proposed sales, including that to 
Gibson. Dropped policy. Refused to proceed paperwork with Gibson. G argued that there 
was contract. 

• Gibson sought to enforce the sale (by specific performance) - He wanted there to be a 
contract – he said the council letter was the offer and him completing the application 
form and returning it to the council was the acceptance. Argued there is agreement 
between the two of them.  

Issue: 

• Was there a contract? Was there offer and acceptance? 
Held:  

• House of Lords—for Council (unanimous) - Lord Diplock:  
o No reason here to depart from conventional approach of construing the documents 

to identify a clear offer and acceptance (though refers to the possibility of exceptional 
types of contracts” “which do not fit easily into the normal analysis of offer and 
acceptance”). 

o “may be prepared to sell” and request for “formal application” were fatal and make 
it impossible to construe this letter as a firm contractual offer 

o This letter was not an offer – looked at the language  - may. Objective. If you were 
to say what was the offer – it would be Gibson’s. But in any event there wasn’t 
acceptance by the council. Because of the way the letter was worded it was not an 
offer.  

 
Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co [1893] 1 QB 256 
Facts: 

• Advertisement read: “£100 reward will be paid by the Carbolic Smoke Ball Company to 
any person who contracts the increasing epidemic influenza, colds or any disease 
caused by taking cold, after having used the ball three times daily for two weeks 
according to the printed directions supplied with each ball. £1000 is deposited with the 
Alliance Bank, Regent St, showing our sincerity in the matter”. 

• Mrs Carlill used (or at least claimed to have used) the smoke ball as directed for four 
weeks, she contracted the flu, claimed for the £100, carbolic refused to pay, Mrs Carlill 
sued for breach of contract. Was an offer because we didn't have to communicate the 
acceptance. She said her performance was acceptance. She argued that the newspaper 
was an offer 

• Carbolic said: Have to communicate acceptance. In relation to offer – it was a mere puff  
 
Issues: Was it mere puff? can an offer be made to the world at large? Was the advert too 
vague or uncertain? Did Mrs Carlil have to communicate acceptance? Wads there 
consideration?  



Held:  

• Objective test: would it appear to a reasonable member of the public that an offer 
was intended? Clearly an offer; not a puff (why else the £1000 deposit) ordinary 
person. Reasonable person in the position of the offeree.  

• It is possible to make offer to the public at large 

• Advert was not too vague or uncertain: time limit - reference to a reasonable time 

• Acceptance occurs by performance. Acceptance doesn't need to be notified before 
performance. 

• Consideration was: 
▪ advantage to Carbolic gained by use of the ball to promote sales, and  
▪ detriment to Carlill in her inconvenience in using the ball, disadvantage 
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